I, _Yasmeen Nasser_ (name, please print), agree to give to the American University in Cairo (AUC) all rights to the recordings (audio and/or video, in any format including digital) of the interview given on __3/24/18_ (date), together with written transcripts and/or translations of the interview.

I agree to give to AUC exclusive copyright and the rights to reproduce, publish, quote from, exhibit, and broadcast in any medium (including by way of the internet) the interview recording and transcript, and the right to authorize others to do so. I understand that I may use my interview recording and transcript for my own purposes.

I give my consent for AUC to make my interview recording and transcript available to users, including internet users. I understand that the interview recording and transcript will be stored and made accessible through the library's online digital platforms, and deposited with the AUC Library for public listening, viewing, and reading.

Signed:

Interviewee Signature: _Yasmeen Nasser_ Date: __3/24/18__

Name (Please Print): __Yasmeen Nasser__

Date of Birth: __________ Place of Birth: __________

Address: __________

Email and Telephone: __________

Interviewer Signature: _Dania Sheta_ Date: __05/02/18__

Name (Please Print): __Dania Sheta__